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Abstract
Digital literacy often serves as an ‘umbrella’ term for a range of distinct educational practices which seek to equip the
user to function in digitally rich societies. This article explores two of these practices, information literacy and media liter-
acy and through an examination of their histories and practices proposes a future direction for digital literacy. The article
consists of three main sections. Section one considers the history of information literacy. The gradual development and
refinement of information literacy is traced through a number of key texts and proclamations. Section two is concerned
with media literacy. It is noted that media literacy education evolved in three broad strands with each pursuing differing
political ends and utilising different techniques. The three approaches are still evident and differences in contemporary
media education practices can be understood through this framework. The final section argues that while media and infor-
mation literacy offer much there are deficiencies in both: media literacy lacks a full engagement with the nature of digital
technology and how digital technology affords users new communicative practices while information literacy has not fully
developed a critical approach in the way media literacy has. It is asserted that integrating and strategically revisiting both
approaches offers a digitally aware and critically nuanced direction for digital literacy.
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1. Introduction
Digital literacy refers to a broad set of competencies sur-
rounding the use of digital media, computers and In-
formation and Communication Technologies (ICTs). It is
often understood to comprise of (or has subsumed) a
number of other forms of literacy such a computer lit-
eracy, internet literacy, media literacy and information
literacy. This article explores two of these component
disciplines—information literacy and media literacy—
and considers their separate histories. It is argued that
in considering how these fields have evolved and can po-
tentially align in the future, it is possible to identify a fu-
ture, critically orientated direction for digital literacy.
The article commences with a brief consideration of
the idea of literacy and then moves to a consideration
of the politics of information literacy and identifies a
number of key moments in its history. It then turns to
media literacy and education. While information literacy
has developed in an approximately linear fashion with
a common purpose shared by most practitioners, three
distinct, historically orientated perspectives can be de-
tected in media education and literacy and these are ex-
plored. Finally, the article contends that the two fields
need to operate in concert under the auspices of me-
dia and information literacy (MIL) and that such an ap-
proach can offer a new critically orientated approach to
digital literacy.
2. Digital Literacy
The definition of digital literacy has attracted consid-
erable interest. As noted above, the term is generally
understood to refer to a set of competencies related
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to the skilled use of computers and information tech-
nology. Paul Gilster offered a much quoted definition
that digital literacy is “the ability to understand informa-
tion and—more important—to evaluate and integrate
information in multiple formats that the computer can
deliver” (Gilster as cited in Pool, 1997, p. 6). Further,
Gilster’s assertion that the focus should be upon “master-
ing ideas, not keystrokes” (1997, p. 15) separated digital
literacy from alternate, technology focused approaches
and proved influential in determining the development
of the field. Lankshear and Knobel (2006, 2015) spec-
ify the meaning further by differentiating between stan-
dardized operational approaches (where the emphasis is
uponmeasuring discreate skills associatedwith the oper-
ation of computers and digital media. Jones and Hafner
for example assert digital literacy relates to the engag-
ing with the “affordances and constraints” of digital tools
(2012, p. 13) and conceptual approaches (where the em-
phasis is upon developing approaches to the engage-
ment with digital media. For example, Gilster considers
digital literacy to relate to “knowledge assembly” (1997,
p. 9)). As such digital literacy is considered by many not
to be a single activity or set of skills but can be thought of
as a range of skills. In light of the variety of foci a number
of authors (for example Pangrazio, 2016) call for a recon-
sideration of digital literacy. One suggested way forward
has been to relate digital literacy to the wider topic of lit-
eracy itself. Such approaches have sought to utilise a so-
cial theory of digital literacy (Bhatt & McKenzie, 2019)—
an approach that sees literacy as realised through so-
cial practices. As such digital literacy is an aspect of liter-
acy that explicitly considers the “practices throughwhich
people make traceable meanings using digital technolo-
gies (Gillen & Barton, 2010, p. 1). Such an approach sees
literacy as occurring across a range of settings and is de-
veloped both within and external to formal education.
Buckingham (2003) for example identifies digital media
as a further area to which a set of media competencies
can be applied. Though such assertions are valuable and
important advances in our understanding of literacy as
a social and cultural activity they must be balanced with
a continuing recognition that new technologies require
new forms of understanding. As will be explored, digital
literacy is at core a recognition that extant forms of liter-
acy have lacked in their preparation to equip users with
the skills to engagewith digital technologies as such tech-
nologies present new affordances to the user. Linking dig-
ital literacy to other forms of literacy as advocates of the
social theory of literacy does, relegates the digital aspect.
The focus upon the social and the cultural at the expense
of the technological fails to recognise the potency of digi-
tal technologies. Moreover, it ignores the significant bod-
ies of work that have sought to accommodate and recog-
nise the potency of technology. While the social theory
of digital literacy affords a new perspective for the con-
sideration of literacy it plays down the importance of the
technological aspects of contemporary communications.
Furthermore, in focussing upon the ‘content’ at the ex-
pense of the ‘form’ of communications, social practice as-
pects ignore the extensive advancesmade in the fields in-
formation and media literacy in understanding digitality.
3. Being Literate
The equipping students with an ability to read and write
in their mother tongue has been one of the central aims
of mass education systems since their inception. How-
ever by the middle of the 20th century this approach
to literacy began to be questioned in a number of ways.
First, the interpretation that ‘literacy’ should refer only to
textual understanding was challenged by developments
in fields of communication practice other than print.
For example, Dale (1946) proposed a new literacy to
cover three “modes”: print, audio and visual. Similarly,
Debes (1968, p. 27) advocated ‘visual literacy’—a set of
skills to “discriminate and interpret those visible actions,
objects, symbols, natural or man-made”. Second, there
was recognition that the increasing presence of various
forms of electronic communication systems and comput-
ers from the 1970s resulted in a changed experience of
the media for the viewer/user. The consequent call for
multimodal literacy (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001) would
allow the user to engage with arrange of different me-
dia forms—visual, audio, haptic and virtual reality. Third,
a fear of ‘falling behind’ developing nations in terms of
technological competency began to emerge in political
discourse in a number of developed countries in the
1960s and 1970s (Belshaw, 2011). One widely proposed
solution was the development of ‘technological literacy’
as a component of education and training programmes.
For example, the Technology for All Americans paper de-
fined the technologically literate citizen as one who has
an “ability to use, manage and understand technology”
(International Technology Education Association, 1996,
p. 6). Aligned closely with technological literacy a further
skills-based approach—computer literacy—also gained
strength during the 1980s and 1990s. Many such pro-
grams were aligned with the pragmatic skills-based ap-
proach (Bawden, 2001, 2008; Lankshear & Knobel, 2006,
2015). Such literacy programs sought (and still seek) to
equip a specific group of people with a particular set of
skills that will enable them to use computers.
Other literacieswhich emerged during the late 1980s,
1990s and 2000s included network literacy (Tyner, 1998),
internet literacy (Livingstone, 2008), computer literacy
(Childers, 2003) and social media literacy (Livingstone,
2014). Moving away from a focus upon a particular tech-
nology, Lankshear and Knobel’s (2011) work focused
upon new literacies and practices which drew upon the
affordances of emergent certain social media platforms
and collaborative production systems. Such approaches
all offered enhancements to the previous understand-
ing of literacy and ran parallel to the emergence of in-
formation literacy. While information literacy shared the
common purpose of developing skills to deal with digi-
tal technology it differed fundamentally in that it looked
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to a specific activity rather than to a technology or plat-
form. Information literacy is primarily concerned with
the ways in which new technologies make information
available and that we possess the skills to deal with in-
formation in the range of new forms. It continues and ex-
tends the focus of the bibliographic instruction courses
that emerged in public libraries (Gibson, 2008) and uni-
versities (Rockman, 2004) at the start of the 20th century.
As such information literacy should be understood not
simply as expert use of technology but as proficiency in
the use of information resources of which digital media
are a very significant part.
4. The Politics of Information Literacy
A dominant strand in academic literature on information
literacy education is that it is an unquestionable social
and personal good. Research indicates that being infor-
mation literate brings benefits for individual students of
all ages (Batool & Webber, 2014; Johnston & Webber,
2003). Information literacy brings further benefits at a
macro-level as means by which societies transform—
Bruce (2004, p. 1) identifies information literacy as “the
catalyst required to transform the information society
of today into the learning society of tomorrow”. Accord-
ingly, information literacy is understood as benefitting
both the individual and wider society and as such for the
most part escapes critical interrogation (Kapitzke, 2003).
Moreover, information literacy education has often been
delivered in libraries and information technology depart-
ments. Beyond their contribution to education, histori-
cally such departments have not been seen as politically
charged. Thus information literacy is beyond or devoid
of politics. A contributing factor to this is that informa-
tion education emerged from a technological if not scien-
tific orientation; Webber and Johnston note (2000) note
the close link between information literacy and informa-
tion science. Information literacy has its roots in scien-
tific rather than humanistic discourse and draws upon
the technological respectability of science and technol-
ogy to legitimize its place in curricula. As Escobar et al.
(1994) note such practices have often escaped the same
degree of scrutiny that is applied to other fields of cul-
tural action.
5. Key Stages in the History of Information Literacy
There have been numerous, extensive and detailed ac-
counts of the history and development of information
literacy and the intention here will not be to repeat such
accounts but to pick out high points in the development
and transition of the field from its origin in the early
1970s to its incorporation in the Media and Information
Literacy Curriculum proposed by UNESCO in 2011 which
is in current use at the time of writing.
The term information literacy was first used by Paul
Zurkowski in a 1974 report to the US National Commis-
sion on Libraries and Information Science on the future
organization priorities. Zurkowski contended that: “peo-
ple trained in the application of information resources
to their work can be called information literate....The
work of the Commission should be viewed in terms of
achieving total information literacy for the nation” (1974,
pp. 6–8). As Whitworth (2014) notes, Zurkowski’s defi-
nition does not develop the idea in any pedagogically
useful way and situates it within a pro-liberal, manage-
rial position identifying and advocating an environment
for economic development. Following Zurkowski’s work,
Burchinal (1976) is considered to have advanced the
field further by shifting attention to the educational as-
pects of information literacy (Pinto, Cordón, & Gómez
Díaz, 2010; Whitworth, 2014). Burchinal develops the
idea that an information literate person possesses spe-
cific skills—specifically they are able to “efficiently and ef-
fectively locate and use information needed for problem-
solving and decision-making” (1976, p. 11). Whitworth
(2014) notes that while continuing the broadly liberal ap-
proach, Burchinal’s work shifts the focus to instruction—
or more precisely education.
This approach was challenged by Hamelink (1976)
who used the critical educational theories of Paolo Freire
(2000) to interpret information literacy as a device with
which the “cognitive costs” of contemporary society can
be mitigated (Whitworth, 2014). Unfortunately, the de-
velopment of such an anti-systemic, critical aspect of in-
formation literacy—an approach that constructs infor-
mation literacy as something that can aid individuals
rather than simply affording economic advantage to so-
ciety as a whole—was not widely developed.
Perhaps the next major advance was the publication
in the USA of the Presidential Committee on Informa-
tion Literacy: Final Report published by the American
Library Association (American Library Association [ALA],
1989). This report sought to address a concern that that
US schooling lacked in developing key skills and that
the US was falling behind other industrialized countries
and (more problematically) developing countries would
soon overtake it. A solution for such problems lays in
advancing the information skills of students (Plotnick,
1999). The Report identifies a five-step process (know-
ing when we need information, identifying what infor-
mation is needed, finding the information and evaluat-
ing it, organizing the information and using the infor-
mation) to engage with information and sought to em-
bed this in schools. A number of programmes emerged
around this time and while the ALA’s model was not very
innovatory (similar programmes such as Eisenberg and
Berkowitz’s “Big6 system” (1990) also offered a granular
approach) the support from the professional library com-
munity gave the final report significant credibility and re-
sulted in the 1989 proposal by the National Forum on
Information Literacy (NFIL) that information literacy be-
come a part of main stream school education. The NFIL’s
report also offered a revised definition of information
literacy—“the ability to access, evaluate and use informa-
tion from a variety of sources” (Doyle, 1992, p. 2)—and
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identified ten discrete attributes of an information liter-
ate person.
There was also significant work on information liter-
acy occurring outside of the USA. Bruce from Griffith’s
University in Australia produced the “Information Liter-
acy Blueprint” (1994) which identified seven attributes
of the information literate. This was further developed
by Bruce (1997) with a phenomenological approach that
challenged the overt behaviourist perspective which had
previously dominated the field andmarked a shift in how
information literacy was understood and taught. A key
text produced by the UK’s Society of College, National
and University Libraries (SCONUL) extended the key skills
of the information literate person to include an ability to
‘create’ (Bent & Stubbings, 2011). This was an important
development and recognises the productive as well as
the consumptive potential in digital media.
The growth in the numbers of those coming online—
by 2017 more than 80% of the population are online
in over 100 countries (Sanou, 2017)—and their educa-
tional diversity drove a further revision. Information lit-
eracy became to be seen as a vital skill for those not
just within the higher education sector but across wider
society. International organisations, such as the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) coupled with international engagement by na-
tional organisations such as the US National Commission
on Library and Information Science and the NFIL, sought
to address such concerns at the 2003 meeting of experts
in Prague. This meeting produced a revised interpreta-
tion of information literacy defining it as the ability to:
Identify, locate, evaluate, organize and effectively cre-
ate, use and communicate information to address is-
sues or problems at hand; it is a prerequisite for par-
ticipating effectively in the Information Society, and
is part of the basic human right of life-long learning.
(UNESCO, 2003, p. 1)
The United Nations World Summit on the Information
Society, which took place in Geneva in 2003 and Tunis
in 2005, resulted in further description of information
literacy. The Alexander Proclamation of the High Level
Colloquium on Information Literacy and Lifelong Learn-
ing in 2005 determined that information literacy “lies at
the core of lifelong learning. It empowers people in all
walks of life to seek, evaluate, use and create information
effectively to achieve their personal, social, occupational
and educational goals” (Garner, 2006, p. 3).
The simplified definition concatenates the multi-
stage complexity of the activity in previous texts with
the initial stages of recognizing a need for information
being sublimated into seeking information. This reduc-
tion in the number of steps raises the comparative im-
portance of the creative aspect. Furthermore, informa-
tion literacy is regarded as an activity that ‘empowers’
people—it affords people the opportunity to avail them-
selves of information they could not get if they lacked
a grounding in information literacy education. Such in-
corporation of the ideas of equality, rights and justice
within information literacy situate it as a public ‘good’, in-
formation literacy is exists to advance the interest of peo-
ple. As such the beneficiary of this is not the economic
wealth of the nation—as was identified by Whitworth
(2014) in Zurkowski’s (1974) work. Instead information
literacy is understood as conferring a benefit to the in-
dividual. While economic activity is still a valuable result,
the foregrounded benefit is primarily one of equality and
social justice.
From the mid-to-late 2000s and 2010s information
literacy has begun to overlap with aspects of media lit-
eracy in terms of its content, practices and foci and
there is now a strong movement towards integrating the
two practices. For example, Livingstone (2008, p. 107)
argues that in order to equip people “a convergence
of media (or audiovisual) and information literacies is
needed”. Similarly Leaning (2014, 2017) proposes a fun-
damental integration of the fields. One example of this
approach is the 2011 UNESCO’s “Media and Informa-
tion Literacy Curriculum for Teachers” (Wilson, Grizzle,
Tuazon, Akyempong, & Cheung, 2011). This curriculum
offers an educational framework for the development of
skills in MIL in teacher education programmes. The text
establishes a direct link betweenMIL and democracy and
overtly supports democratic practices such as the peer-
communication of information between citizens. While
the project is admirable in its scope it is fundamentally a
media literacy project with information literacy aspects
appended. It does not deal deeply enough with the digi-
tal nature of information nor fully recognise key aspects
of contemporary digital culture and the use of data by
organisations (Leaning, 2017).
6. Media Literacy
While the UNESCOMIL Curriculum articulated only a par-
tial engagement with information literacy it also offered
a specific perspective on media literacy. Historically me-
dia literacy has been used to describe a range of educa-
tional practices. Potter (2010) recognises that over 20 dif-
ferent definitions are in use and that there is little consen-
sus or fixed meaning. Organisations such as the National
Leadership Conference on Media Literacy (Aufderheide,
1993), the UK’s Office of Communication (OFCOM, 2004)
and theUS basedNational Association forMedia Literacy
Education (National Association for Media Literacy Edu-
cation, 2015) all offer definitions which identify a range
of specific skills that a media literate person would pos-
sess. An alternative to these skills-based methods lies in
an approach that looks to developing criticality in stu-
dents (Silverblatt & Eliceiri, 1997) and regards media lit-
eracy as a social and cultural practice (Sholle & Denski,
1994). This draws upon the academic field of media stud-
ies and constructs media literacy as being able to criti-
cally engage with the media. Such approaches make use
of the interpretative epistemologies found in the arts,
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humanities and social sciences as opposed to the sci-
ence and technologically oriented epistemology under-
pinning information studies and by derivation informa-
tion literacy. A number of commentators have identi-
fied distinct periods and related theoretical perspectives
within this general critical tradition (Buckingham, 2003;
Leaning, 2017;Masterman, 1997).While these three per-
spectives emerged in different historical periods they are
all still evident in various contemporary media educa-
tion programmes.
6.1. The Protectionist or Inoculation Model
The protectionist or inoculation approach is founded
upon two fundamental but often unvoiced assumptions:
first that media or technology can have a detrimental im-
pact upon those who consume it. This occurs in a num-
ber of ways: it may change the values and sensibilities
of a society as a whole; the media may directly impact
upon the wellbeing of an individual; or the media may
cause an individual to have a negative impact upon third
parties. Second, there are various practices and educa-
tional techniques that can be used to negate the impact
upon individuals and society—the audience can be inocu-
lated against the media (Buckingham, 2003). This model
of media education has the function of providing these
practices and techniques and the resultant media liter-
ate person is ‘immunised’ against the negative aspects
of the media.
There are many examples of the first assumption
throughout the history ofmedia technology; perhaps the
first recorded example can be found in Plato’s Phaedrus
(Jowett, 1892, p. 77) where writing is considered prob-
lematic as: “this discovery of yours will create forgetful-
ness in the learners’ souls, because theywill not use their
memories”. The fear re-emerges with the invention of
the printing press which drove Trithemius of Sponheim
to comment “printing is no genuine friend of Holy Scrip-
ture” (Clark, 2004, p. 72). Similar concerns were raised
by the philosopher Leibniz that feared the printing press
would lead to the eventual elimination of scholarly arts
(Klancher, 2013).
However, the origin of media education lies in the re-
sponse to fears of the mass-media in late 19th and early
20th century and the emergence of a widespread, pop-
ular culture which was often blamed for many social ills.
In particular, critics were explicitly concerned with the
impact media would have upon the untutored minds of
children and the working classes (Murdoch, 1997).
Alongside the increased newspaper circulation in the
early part of the 20th century, technological advances
resulted in the emergence of other mass-media forms
including the phonograph, cinema, radio and television.
Responses to these new media were varied; in the UK
and otherWestern European countries a central concern
was that such mass-media would result in the spread
of ‘alien’ (read American) popular culture. Such culture
was considered less intellectually demanding compared
to the native ‘high culture’ studied in a classical Euro-
pean education. Accordingly, educational activities were
developed to limit the negative impacts with the aim be-
ing to teach the audience to be able to discern good from
bad (Masterman, 1997). The approach drew upon the lit-
erary theories of Leavis (Leavis & Thompson, 1933) and
the Modernist tradition of literary criticism and contin-
ued the Arnoldian understanding that study should focus
upon high cultural texts (Arnold, 1869).
A further strand of the protectionist and defensive
stance is found within the contemporaneous yet overtly
Marxist work of the Frankfurt School. In this approach
mass culture is understood as being central in the ‘cul-
ture industry’—the means by which a working class con-
sciousness is prevented from forming (Bennett, 1982).
Mass or popular culture must be resisted as it restricts
the development of awareness of class position. In spite
of the radically different political agendas of the two ap-
proaches both see a common goal in resisting popular
culture. Accordingly, the aim of media education is to
protect the reader/viewer from the damaging impact of
mass-media, to equip themwith whatMasterman (1997,
p. 20) defines as “education against the media” (italics
in original).
Despite its age (it was first developed in the 1930s)
the approach is still very popular. For example, it is much
in evidence in the discourses and practices of “Digital
Detox” in which users willingly disengage with digital me-
dia for a period of time (Brabazon, 2012).
6.2. The Demystification Model
An alternate approach to media education emerged dur-
ing the 1960s and by the 1980s had become the dom-
inant academic approach in many Western countries.
Drawing upon developments in various fields associated
with what became known as the ‘cultural’ or ‘linguistic’
turn (the recognition of culture in explanations of human
life) media educators changed the focus of their activi-
ties and rather than seeking to protect the audience now
sought to empower them against problematic aspects
of the media. This view identifies media content as in-
herently ideological—the media plays a significant role
in justifying power relations to those who are most sub-
jected to them. Accordingly, the task of media education
is to make known to the audience the ideological func-
tion and methods used by the media, to ‘demystify’ the
media to its audience (Penman & Turnbull, 2007). The
audience will then ‘awaken’ to this power and develop
‘conscious awareness’.
The development of this approach stems from ad-
vances in theories of semiotics and ideology made in the
early 1970s (Masterman, 1997). Advances in the under-
standing of ideology following the publication in 1971 of
Gramsci’s Prison Notebooks (Gramsci, Hoare, & Nowell-
Smith, 1971) by Hall and others (Centre for Contempo-
rary Cultural Studies, 2007) and later Laclau,Moufee and
Zizek in the field of discourse analysis (Torfing, 1999) re-
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sulted in a critique that understands ideology as present
in all cultural life and continually reproduced by actors
rather than being disseminated from the top by an elite.
Semiotics also made major contributions to media ed-
ucation. The work of Barthes’ (1972) is understood to
have made two major contributions. First, that the me-
dia can never directly present the world to us; it can only
ever offer to re-present it. The media is not a transpar-
ent lens and always mediate how we see the world. As a
consequence we need to study the nature of representa-
tion in the media. Second, Barthes explicitly challenged
the arbitrary distinction between high and low culture.
Barthes’ work contributed to a broadly left-wing class-
based model of analysis that opposed the value laden
conservative model of cultural appreciation which was
present in the Leavisite, protectionist model.
The deployment of these practices within media ed-
ucation resulted in an approach that sought to empower
the audience andwas subsequently recognised as a form
of what Kellner terms ‘critical literacy’ (2000). The critical
aspect allows teaching to be seen as an activity that em-
powers students in the face of ideological forces and be-
stows teaching with a political function. It is still popular
in many areas of media education and indeed underpins
a number of contemporary media education projects
such as UNESCO’s MIL CLICKS campaign of information
graphics (or info-graphics) that are circulated through so-
cial media. These info-graphics advocate the practices of
critical literacy and alert readers to issues such as fake
news and propaganda amongst others.
However, the critical approach has also been subject
to criticism which draws upon earlier Leavisite ideals of
culture and are consequently opposed to the idea that
popular culture should be studied. A further critique of
this approach to media education is that it fails to de-
velop employment related skills. Students who take such
media literacy courses are not trained in techniques that
enable them to produce media content.
6.3. The Creative Participation Model
From the early 1990s a third approach termed the par-
ticipatory or creative model incorporated developments
in constructivist theory. Constructivism’s roots lay in de-
velopments in psychology and pedagogy concerning the
way in which learning occurs arguing that knowledge is
acquired through a process of construction of knowledge
in the learner’s mind. Furthermore, the best way to en-
sure this occurs is to have the learner engage in creative
and productive activities, to make a shift from a position
in which knowledge is considered a discreet unit to one
in which learning or knowing is seen as a process (Jones
& Brader-Araje, 2002). To attend to this constructivism
makes use of a range of alternative methods and teach-
ing practices to the deconstruction of texts used in the
demystification model. Typical methods used within a
creative/participatory framework include: project work,
collaborative media text production, group work, prac-
tice by doing, structured discussion, getting students to
teach each other, discovery and research work and a va-
riety of other methods (Fernback, 2014).
In addition to this shift in general pedagogic ap-
proaches, three other developments had a significant im-
pact upon the current shape of media education. First,
the emergence then the widespread diffusion of digital
technology and the impact upon the way in which media
content is encountered. Second is the related change in
the way audiences and media consumption are concep-
tualised. Buckingham (1998) notes how advances in psy-
chology and cultural studies result in the idea of a passive
audience being strongly challenged. The idea that a sin-
gle homogeneous audience will receive a media text in a
singular manner has been heavily criticised. In its place
researchers talk of audiences who are active in the en-
gagement with media texts. The resultant approach to
media education is one in which participation and active
engagement in the production of media texts play a sig-
nificant role. Indeed, there has been a conscious attempt
to move beyond the notion of a single author of a text
and towards recognition that media content production
is an inherently collaborative endeavour (Jenkins, 2009).
However the extent of this treatment often tends to be
rather limited. In numerous examples the analysis tends
to be restricted and focused upon the extent of individ-
ual or group contribution while ignoring the impact of
technological affordances and how technology plays a
significant role in structuring the nature of production
(Leaning, 2017).
Third, Gauntlet (2013) notes a contemporary a trend
in the domestic manufacture of goods and texts. This
‘maker’ culture involves people in productive practices
across a range of fields some traditional such as tex-
tiles and ceramics and in contemporary digital realms
of production. Such a movement is both contributory to
and beneficial of creative production approaches to me-
dia education.
At the time of writing the creative/participatory ap-
proach to media education is undoubtedly dominant. Its
broad attention to creative and yet critical examination
of media texts from a broad range of media forms al-
lows it to inform both the critical analytic side of media
studies while also being useful to the technical and in-
dustry salient areas of media training. Thus it serves as
pedagogy that meets both the critical concerns of me-
dia educators and also the skills agenda of the industry
advocates who challenged the demystification approach
so strongly.
7. Conclusion: Aligning Media and Information and the
Value of Recognition
This article has offered brief accounts of the history and
development of the fields of information literacy andme-
dia literacy. It is argued that considering the history of
educational fields has a number of distinct benefits and
is valuable to the future direction of digital literacy in two
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main ways. First, in considering the history of fields it is
possible to discern the main points of difference, similar-
ity and overlap. Reviewing information and media liter-
acy side by side reveals opportunities for integration that
will allow educational practitioners to address the prob-
lems considered by information and media literacy and
digital literacy from outside of the silo mentality that cur-
rently exists in which digital, information andmedia liter-
acy exist as separate and distinct fields (Casey & Brayton,
2017). This is not an argument that one field should
‘colonise’ another, rather that the fields, under the broad
remit of digital literacy, address similar issues and com-
bining them aids both in addressing weaknesses. Infor-
mation literacy has a long history of driving users to be
more skilled in their use of information and digital media.
Its emphasis has been upon the manner in which infor-
mation is engaged with by the user. However, in reflect-
ing its originating discourse of information studies and
its political orientation of serving a notional public good
it often fails to afford a critical position. The emphasis of
information literacy is to empower the user in their use
of ICTs rather than to develop meta-critical skills. When
information literacy does address critical skills these of-
ten tend to be those that can be used to assure the va-
lidity of process such as triangulating information and
checking sources are appropriate. What information lit-
eracy does not as yet do is develop a more critically ori-
entated perspective in terms of analysis. It does not draw
upon anyof themeta-critical traditions that have evolved
within the humanities and social sciences for examining
text and lacks the anti-conservative or progressive critical
stance that informs media literacy (Kellner, 2000; Sholle
& Denski, 1994; Silverblatt & Eliceiri, 1997).
Media literacy on the other hand has a long tradition
of drawing upon the critical practices in the arts, human-
ities and social sciences. Much of the critical emphasis
in all three approaches noted above make extensive call
upon the study of cultural texts. However media liter-
acy’s approach often falls short of addressing the more
technological aspects of media. Media literacy evolved
and developed to engage with mass media; its focus, re-
search methods and understanding of the impact of me-
dia evolved from an engagement with mass and broad-
cast media and its mode of analysis towards digital me-
dia often reflect an understanding ofmass and broadcast
media (Merrin, 2014). While offering high level critical
skills media education for the most part does not pos-
sess techniques and understanding compatible with dig-
ital information. While some emphasis is placed upon
the study of audiences within the Creative Participation
model, the impact of technology and how it is used is of-
ten down played or missed (Leaning, 2017).
Second, in considering the history and practices of
information and media literacy it is possible to discern
the impact of technology through the educational prac-
tices developed to accommodate, engage with and miti-
gate the negative aspects of it. As explored above one of
the key impulses for information literacy educationwas a
perception that without developing key skills in technol-
ogy (computers in particular), countries such as the US
risked falling behind competitor countries in the devel-
oped and developing world. The protectionist approach
tomedia literacy is similarly underpinned by a fear ofme-
dia technology. However this is a fear of the technology
and its cultural impact rather than not being adequate in
the use of the technology. This understanding is impor-
tant as it identifies the drive for digital literacy as originat-
ing in perceptions of problems and difficulties faced by
individuals and society. Thus information and media lit-
eracy can be understood to have their origins in attempts
to deal with technology. This interpretation perhapsmiti-
gates the chargemade by advocates of the “social theory
of literacy” (Bhatt & MacKenzie, 2019; Gourlay & Oliver,
2018) that such disciplines neglect the social practices
of users in lieu of understanding use through metrics. In-
stead it is argued that the history of information and me-
dia literacy indicates that approaches to engaging with
digital media (either to acquire the skills for their user
to defend or mitigate their impact) emerge from the ex-
perience of users and the fears that social practices are
under threat. Recognizing the history of information and
media literacy affords an understanding of such as con-
tributory to the current practices of digital literacy; what
practitioners did in the past should be considered rather
than regarded as erroneous.
Accordingly it is asserted that those planning the fu-
ture direction of digital literacy should be mindful of its
past and the past of the constituent disciplines. Such
awareness will equip us with an understanding that new
synergies and assemblages of extant academic fields can
benefit digital literacy and that digital literacy should be
regarded as ameans by which social practices and digital
media can be more meaningfully understood.
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